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Introduction: Macular Telangiectasia type 2 (MacTel), is an uncommon form of

late-onset, slowly-progressive macular degeneration. Associated with regional

Müller glial cell loss in the retina and the amino acid serine synthesized by Müller

cells, the disease is functionally confined to a central retinal region – the

MacTel zone.

Methods: We have used high-throughput multi-resolution electron microscopy

techniques, optimized for disease analysis, to study the retinas from two women,

mother and daughter, aged 79 and 48 years respectively, suffering from MacTel.

Results: In both eyes, the principal observations made were changes specific to

mitochondrial structure both outside and within the MacTel zone in all retinal cell

types, with the exception of those in the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE). The

lesion areas, which are a hallmark of MacTel, extend from Bruch’s membrane and

the choriocapillaris, through all depths of the retina, and include cells from the

RPE, retinal vascular elements, and extensive hypertrophic basement membrane

material. Where the Müller glial cells are lost, we have identified a significant

population of microglial cells, exclusively within the Henle fiber layer, which

appear to ensheathe the Henle fibers, similar to that seen normally by Müller cells.

Discussion: Since Müller cells synthesize retinal serine, whereas retinal neurons

do not, we propose that serine deficiency, required for normal mitochondrial

function, may relate to mitochondrial changes that underlie the development of

MacTel. With mitochondrial changes occurring retina-wide, the question

remains as to why the Müller cells are uniquely susceptible within the

MacTel zone.
KEYWORDS
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Introduction

If we are to understand retinal diseases and to design rational

therapies for their cure, it is essential that we understand their etiology.

One thing we need to know are the initial changes that occur in any

retinal disease, and this requires high resolution microscopy, namely

electron microscopy (EM) which can visualize tissue organization,

cellular structure, and even subcellular organelles. Diabetic retinopathy

is one example. Although it is usually diagnosed because of retinal

vascular changes, more recent evidence suggests it may begin in retinal

neurons and Müller glia (1–3). Similarly, there are significant gaps in

our understanding of the root causes of glaucoma and AMD. High-

throughput ultrastructural analysis might reveal the cells, whether

vascular, neuronal or glial, that first show changes and their nature.

The ability to “drill-down” to clues about etiology using

ultrastructural imaging, has been limited historically by the narrow

field of view inherent in very high-resolution techniques. Recent

advances in large-scale serial-section EM, connectomics, have vastly

broadened the field of view, allowing for the comprehensive

reconstruction of relatively large pieces of brain tissue, including

the retina, in three dimensions (4–6). Using animal models of retinal

diseases, such methods, referred to as retinal pathoconnectomics, are

being applied to investigate the remodeling and rewiring of the retina

that occurs as a consequence of retinal disease (7, 8).

We have used a connectomics approach, optimized for

investigating disease processes that occur over geographically large

areas of human donor retinas, to investigate the etiology of a rare form

of age-related maculopathy, macular telangiectasia type 2 (MacTel).

MacTel is a slowly-progressive macular degeneration associated with

Müller glial cell loss in the retina and likely the amino acid serine,

which is synthesized exclusively by Müller cells in the neural retina (9–

13). The clinically significant manifestation of the disease is restricted

mainly to a central retinal region referred to as the MacTel zone, which

is approximately 3mm (horizontal) by 2.5 mm (vertical), inclusive of

the fovea and much of the macula. Although some visual changes can

occur in the perifovea outside the MacTel zone, good vision is typically

preserved there, allowing the analysis, in a single eye, of a region with

significant visual loss and regions functionally relatively normal.

Discrete pigmented lesions or plaques in the MacTel zone cause

scotomas (blind spots) and dramatic losses of visual sensitivity in the

affected areas (14–16). MacTel patients complain of metamorphopsia –

straight lines appear wavy or bent. In advanced cases, retinal vessels, at

times with acute angles or ending abruptly, encroach into the avascular

zone around the lesion area, hence the name – macular telangiectasia,

however it is thought that these vascular abnormalities are secondary to

photoreceptor loss. Local cavitations, associated with distortions

around the lesions, also occur (17). MacTel patients typically show a

loss of the yellow macular pigment resulting in blue light reflection

abnormalities, along with the presence of “crystals” in the inner retina

of unknown composition (18). This loss of macular pigment coincides

with the region of Müller cell loss, supporting the idea that these

pigments reside in Müller cells (9, 19–23).

Using our multi-resolution targeted high-throughput

connectomics approach, we have investigated the cellular and

subcellular changes that have occurred in the retinas from a mother

and daughter, aged 79 and 48, both suffering fromMacTel (provided to
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us by Paul Bernstein). As we reported previously, initial analysis of the

48 year old donor retina showed structural changes in the

mitochondria in horizontal and photoreceptor cells, both within and

several millimeters outside the MacTel zone. We also described a

transition zone that represents an abrupt boundary defining the limit of

the MacTel zone where macular pigment and Müller cells are lost (22,

24). The MacTel transition zone likely represents a region where the

disease process and the cellular attempts at mitigation is prominently

manifest, with active neuronal and glial degeneration.

In the macula region of the primate retina, the photoreceptor

axons (Henle fibers) and synaptic terminals are normally isolated

from each other by ensheathing Müller glial cell processes (25). We

found a striking demarcation along this boundary marked by

profound loss of Müller cell ensheathment of Henle fibers that is

well maintained on the other side of the border, barely 100 mm away.

The Henle fiber layer is normally devoid of cell bodies, with the

nearest cell bodies being located in the overlying outer nuclear layer.

In the present report, we provide more in-depth analysis of our

48 year old donor retina and extend our findings to include the

retina from our 79 year old donor. This analysis of both donor

retinas now extends from the choriocapillaris and retinal pigment

epithelium (RPE), through the full extent of the lesion areas (with

their associated vascular connections), the prevalence of microglial

cells within the Henle fiber layer, as well as the structural integrity

through the retinal layers down through the inner limiting

membrane. Our observations, which show consistencies between

both donors, provide clues about the causes and cellular responses

to degeneration of the retina in MacTel. This analysis also highlights

the utility of our multi-resolution high-throughput connectomics

approach in gaining an understanding of the cellular and

subcellular basis for a range of degenerative diseases affecting

vision; a level of mechanistic understanding not possible with the

most powerful forms of clinical imaging.
Materials and methods

Procurement of human donor eye

The MacTel eyes used in the present study were provided by Dr.

Paul Bernstein at the University of Utah. The donors were a 48 year old

female who died of metastatic uterine leiomyosarcoma approximately 4

years after being diagnosed with MacTel and her 79 year old mother

who died approximately 16 years after being diagnosed with MacTel.

We have not been provided with any identifiers associated with the

donors other than cause of death of the daughter and information

specific to the retinal disorder. All such information remains with Dr.

Bernstein in accordance with all University of Utah privacy of research

participants and confidentiality of data protocols.
Tissue preservation and initial processing

The eyes from the 48 year old donor were collected 94 minutes

after death, with the left eye (OS) being fully processed and placed

into one-half strength Karnovsky’s fixative in cacodylate buffer after
frontiersin.org
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2 hours, 32 minutes of death. The right eye (OD) was fixed for light

microscopical studies, with DNA, sera, and plasma also collected for

studies performed in other laboratories. Initial photography and

trimming into a Maltese cross occurred prior to our obtaining the

tissue. Once received, the tissue, still attached to the sclera, was

transferred into fresh half-strength Karnovsky’s and stored at 4°C

prior to further processing. Similar parameters also applied to the

eyes of the 79 year old donor, with the left eye (OS) being fixed for

electron microscopy. Total storage time in fixative for each eye was

approximately 6 years prior to further processing.
Processing for serial section
electron microscopy

Except where noted, tissue handling and processing was identical

for the retinas from both donors. Following multiple rinses in cold

0.1M cacodylate buffer w/0.15 mM CaCl2, the sclera was removed

from the retina with attached pigment epithelium. The retinas were

dissected down as follows: Forty-eight YO to an area ~3 mm nasal/

temporal x 2.5 mm inferior/superior inclusive of the fovea, the

MacTel zone, and surrounding areas; Seventy-nine YO to an area

~6 mm nasal/temporal x 4 mm inferior/superior inclusive of the

fovea, the MacTel zone, and surrounding areas. Since further

processing of such large pieces of retina would typically induce

significant curling, we designed a processing chamber within which

the retina is held flat while allowing free exchange of fixatives and

other reagents. Within the chamber, the retina is held by nickel

micromesh sheets with an open area of 78% (Precision eForming,

Cortland, NY) separated by Teflon spacers equal to the thickness of

the retina. The chamber components are also nonreactive to the

reducing agents and other reagents required for the reduced osmium

impregnation protocols used to render the tissue electron dense and

conductive suitable for scanning EM imaging. The tissue was stained

using a modified ROTO procedure (4). In brief, the processing

chamber with mounted tissue was immersed in reduced osmium

tetroxide (1.5% potassium ferrocyanide/2%OsO4 in cacodylate

buffer) on ice for 1 hour. Following washout with distilled water,

tissue was incubated for 20 minutes in 1% room temperature

thiocarbohydrazide, water rinsed, then incubated for 30 minutes in

2% aqueous OsO4. The tissue was then aqueous washed and en-bloc

stained overnight in 1% aqueous uranyl acetate at 4°C. Following

thorough aqueous washout and a 30 minute incubation in Walton’s

lead nitrate at 60°C (0.066g lead nitrate in 10ml 0.03M aspartic acid

solution pH 5.5), the tissue was dehydrated to absolute ethanol before

removal from the incubation chamber. Tissue was then exchanged

into propylene oxide then infiltrated with ascending concentrations

of epon 812 over the course of 24 hours. While in 100% liquid resin,

pieces were cut off for mounting for radial sections (nasal to the fovea

but including part of the MacTel zone of the 48YO retina, and just

temporal to the presumed border of the MacTel zone for the 79 YO

retina) with the remaining tissue being flat embedded in epon

between aclar sheets and remounted onto a blank epon block for

trimming and sectioning.
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Serial sectioning, imaging, and analysis

The blocks were initially trimmed by collecting 1 mm sections,

stained with a methylene blue/toluidine blue solution and observed

light microscopically to determine depth and orientation of cutting

prior to ultrathin sectioning. Approximately 10,000 serial sections

at 30 nm (48YO) or 60 nm (79 YO) were collected using an

automated tape-collecting ultramicrotome (ATUM) (5, 6, 26).

Strips of tape with the serial sections were mounted onto silicon

wafers with double-sided carbon tape, plasma treated and post-

stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate prior to imaging. For the

48 YO retina, the first and middle section from each wafer (each

wafer contains close to 200 sections) was imaged in its entirety at an

XY resolution of 70 nm in a Zeiss Sigma field-emitting scanning

electron microscope to create an overview image stack to aid in the

selection of regions of interest (ROIs). Selected regions in X, Y, and

Z position were then reimaged at 4 nm X/Y resolution using either

the Zeiss Sigma or Zeiss 61-beam MultiSEM depending on the Z

extent and size of each ROI. Images were stitched and aligned prior

to observation and analysis using the Volume Annotation and

Segmentation Tool (VAST; 27). Mapping of microglial cells near

the fovea and along the MacTel zone border was performed by

segmenting the full extent of each microglial cell nucleus, as

identified by their distinct morphological characteristics, as well

as the properties of the surrounding cytoplasm. For the 79 YO

retina, a single section from the middle of every approximately 5th

wafer was imaged in its entirety at an XY resolution of 60 nm in a

Zeiss Sigma field emitting scanning electron microscope. Selected

regions in X, Y, and Z position from the radial block were then

reimaged at 4 nm X/Y resolution using the Zeiss Sigma EM.
Data availability

Each volume dataset, after image stitching, alignment and

generation of the volume will be housed on the Harvard server

for free-access and unfettered use by other investigators after

completion of the datasets. Once a volume is placed on the

Harvard site it will be available as an open mineable database. All

software and analysis tools developed by the Lichtman lab will be

made available to the scientific community upon request.
Results

Clinical, light-microscopic, and µCT
X-ray imaging

At the ophthalmoscopic level, a defining feature of MacTel is a

discrete pigmented lesion, typically on the temporal side of the

fovea, near the center of the MacTel zone where macular pigment is

also lost. These features are seen clearly in our 48-year-old donor

eye (48YO), with an approximately 200 mm x 400 mm lesion

temporal to the fovea (Figures 1A, B). Although we were not able
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FIGURE 1

Fundus view of our two MacTel donor eyes (A, B = 48 year-old; C, D = 79 year-old). Figures (A, C) are shown at equal scale. The lesion in the 48-
year-old retina is ~200 mm x 400 mm and completely outside the foveal center F. In the 79-year-old donor, the lesion is ~ 1.5 mm x 1 mm and
surrounds completely the fovea as defined by the center point of the rod-free zone.
FIGURE 2

Single slice of low resolution mCT – XY, YZ, and XZ projections of the lesion area of the 79-year-old donor eye and a light micrograph of the
same area prior to processing for EM. Similarly scaled, the cross hairs in all four images are centered on the foveal center. The osmiophilic lesion
is seen to be continuous with Bruch’s membrane and the underlying choriocapillaris (arrow), while extending above (open arrow) and retinal
cavitations (stars).
Frontiers in Ophthalmology frontiersin.org04
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to visualize the macular pigment in the 79-year-old donor eye

(79YO; perhaps due to the age of the donor, or to histological

factors), the lesion is much more extensive in her eye, at

approximately 1.5 mm x 1 mm, with it surrounding the fovea

completely (Figures 1C, D). Figures 1A, C are shown at equal scale.

Based on interference of X-ray transmission, our tissue

preparation techniques that use enhanced heavy metal staining for

our electron microscopic imaging are also optimal for mCT X-ray

imaging. The lesions themselves are highly pigmented and

osmiophilic due to numerous inclusion bodies of various types, as

well as the migration of cells from the overlying RPE (Figure 2).

Although our mCT instrument was not obtained until after our 48YO

donor retina was already sectioned, X-ray imaging of our 79YO

donor retinal reveals several large retinal cavitations in the XY and YZ

projections (Figure 2). Such cavitations are also described clinically.

At the depth of the RPE, a close association with part of the lesion is

indicated just temporal to the fovea (Figure 2). This plane of section

corresponds to that shown ultrastructurally in Figure 9A which

corresponds to the origination of the MacTel lesion above and

below Bruch’s membrane.

Just prior to acquiring radial sections for EM on the nasal side of

the fovea from the 48YO donor, several 1 mm sections were taken

that spanned from inside the MacTel zone to beyond its border.

Light microscopy hints at many MacTel features we describe

ultrastructurally. Outside the MacTel zone, the darkly staining

cytoplasm characteristic of Müller cell bodies is seen clearly in the

inner nuclear layer (Figure 3A). The inner limiting membrane,

composed of the Müller cell end-feet, along with the ganglion cell

axon bundles also maintain good integrity. Similar features are

seen outside the MacTel zone of the 79YO donor, with prominent

dark Müller cell cytoplasm (Supplementary Figure S1). In the

outer plexiform layer, patchy swellings just distal (above) the

photoreceptor synaptic terminals are seen (Figure 3A). These

swollen profiles likely represent Müller cell processes that

normally ensheathe the terminals (25). Inside the MacTel zone

(Figure 3B), darkly stained Müller cell cytoplasm is no longer visible

in the inner nuclear layer, while the ganglion cell axons are less

tightly bundled. In the outer plexiform layer, clear profiles distal to

the photoreceptor terminals are seen consistently. In the Henle fiber

layer, which is thicker than outside the MacTel zone due to its

proximity to the foveal center, a more darkly staining band was

noted in every section we cut for light microscopy. Consistent with

our ultrastructural findings, this band may represent the prevalence

of microglial cells that we find interspersed with the Henle fibers

exclusively within the MacTel zone (see Figure 11).
EM – Neural retina

Despite a significant age difference between the two donors, just

outside the MacTel zone we observe a remarkable consistency in the

cellular and mitochondrial changes that manifest in both.

Consistent with what we reported previously for the 48YO (22),

mitochondrial changes outside the MacTel zone in the 79YO

include a reduction in cristae, swelling with an increase in matrix
Frontiers in Ophthalmology
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area, and inclusion of electron-dense material, are seen in neurons

throughout the depth of the retina from the ganglion cells up

through the photoreceptors.

Ganglion cells show a typical enrichment in mitochondria

and other organelles in their cell bodies with a sharp drop-off

of these organelles in their axon initial segments. Müller

cell processes, interestingly are also well maintained, with a

significant complement of vimentin filaments, as they surround

the ganglion cells and axons on their way toward the inner limiting

membrane (Figure 4A). Despite this generalized cellular integrity,

mitochondria show an admixture of pathological features, ranging

from highly condensed to those with significant areas of empty

matrix devoid of cristae (Figure 4A inset). The inner limiting

membrane, consisting of the end-feet of Müller cells, also appears

normal in this region just outside the MacTel zone (Figure 4B),

which together with the integrity of the outer limiting membrane in

this region (Figure 5B), suggests that the Müller cells are

functionally intact, and thus not correlated directly, with the

mitochondrial changes we observe throughout both of our

donor retinas.

The mitochondria in the photoreceptor inner segments

(ellipsoid region) are often filled with dense cristae, although

some adjacent mitochondria are more normal in appearance

(Figure 5). Photoreceptor outer segments are highly variable, with

some showing multiple clusters of well-aligned discs, while the discs

in others are highly fragmented with little organized stacking

(Figure 5A). At the base of the inner segments, tight-junctions

between the photoreceptors and Müller cell processes, that

constitute the outer limiting membrane, also maintain their

integrity (Figure 5B). Similar to what we reported for our 48YO

donor (see Figure 7 in Zucker et al., 2020; 22), an abrupt change in

the structure of the outer limiting membrane occurs at the border of

the MacTel zone; outside the MacTel zone, the proximal rod and

cone inner-segments are separated from each other by a thin layer

of Müller cell cytoplasm whereas inside the MacTel zone, the outer

limiting membrane is nearly devoid of Müller cell cytoplasm leaving

the rod and cone cell membranes in direct juxtaposition. This loss of

Müller cell contribution occurs over a distance of less than 150 mm
(Supplementary Figure S2). Throughout the retina outside the

MacTel zone, Müller cell ensheathment of the rod spherules and

cone pedicles is maintained, as are the morphological correlates of

functional circuitry (Figure 6).

Although reduced in complexity, synaptic ribbon complexes,

with their associated horizontal and bipolar cell postsynaptic

partners, are still readily observed outside the MacTel zone

(Figure 6A inset, 6B). Basal junctions are also maintained

(Figure 6B). Despite especially prominent mitochondrial changes

in the cell bodies and processes of horizontal cells, sites of likely gap-

junctional coupling between adjacent horizontal cell processes are

often observed (Figure 6B). In bipolar cell bodies and their synaptic

terminals in the inner plexiform layer, the mitochondria appear

misshapen, with few, but highly electron-dense cristae. At bipolar

terminal synaptic ribbons, postsynaptic processes belonging to

amacrine and ganglion cells also exhibit swollen mitochondria

(Supplementary Figure S3).
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EM – RPE

In normal retinas, a hallmark of RPE function and structure is the

phagocytosis of the tips of photoreceptor outer segments. In agreement

with the results of Powner et al., 2018 (28), we find few phagosomes in

the RPE both inside and outside of theMacTel zone in the 48YO retina

(Figures 7A–E). Despite this dearth of phagocytic activity, and our

previous results showing mitochondrial changes in the outer retina

within and beyond the MacTel zone, we observe that the mitochondria

within the RPE are ultrastructurally normal in appearance (Figure 7F).
Frontiers in Ophthalmology 06
Other cellular features of the RPE and the underlying Bruch’s

membrane, from both donor eyes, also appear to maintain structural

integrity (Figures 7A–G).
EM – MacTel lesion; origin, extent, and
vascular interaction

Figures 8A–C show portions of the lesion in the 79YO retina.

Throughout its extent, pigment epithelial cells are found within the
FIGURE 3

One-micron sections for light microscopy were taken immediately prior to EM sectioning of our radially mounted blocks. Parts of a single section
spanning from outside to inside the MacTel zone from our 48-year-old retina are shown (An analogous section from our 79-year-old retina is
shown in Supplementary Figure S1). Outside the MacTel zone (A), some swelling in the outer plexiform layer (OPL) is seen surrounding many of the
photoreceptor terminals. In the proximal inner nuclear layer (arrow), darkly staining Müller cell cytoplasm (typical of Müller cells), is seen above many
of the amacrine cell bodies. The ganglion cell layer (GCL) and the underlying nerve fiber bundles appear healthy. Inside the MacTel zone
(B), swellings above the photoreceptor terminals, likely of Müller cell origin, are seen consistently along the OPL. Just distal to the OPL, a dark band
in the Henle fiber layer may represent the microglial cells we observe ultrastructurally (see Figure 11). Unlike outside the MacTel zone, darkly staining
Müller cell cytoplasm is missing (arrow), and there is greater disorder of the nerve fiber bundles. Insets show the location of the images taken from
an individual radial section.
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lesion, and especially surrounding its peripheral borders. Between the

pigment epithelial cells and the capillary lumens, the outer basement

membrane is highly hypertrophic, similar to that described with age

and in diabetic retinas (29–31). As suggested by the mCT images from

our 79YO donor (Figure 2), in both donor retinas, the lesions begin as

a focal breakdown of Bruch’s membrane on the temporal side of the

fovea, allowing vascular elements from the choriocapillaris, including

extensive basement membrane material from capillary endothelial
Frontiers in Ophthalmology 07
cells, to infiltrate into the retinal layers, along with cells from the RPE

(Figures 8D, 9A, B). Although both lesions differ significantly in their

XY extent, both extend from the level of Bruch’s membrane,

extending through the depth of the retina to the ganglion cell layer

(Figures 8, 9; see also Figure 10). Vascularization of the lesions is also

maintained throughout the retina with contributions from the deep,

intermediate, and superficial retinal vessels as one progresses through

the depth of the retina (Figure 10).
FIGURE 4

Radial sections of the ganglion cell layer and inner limiting membrane temporal to the 79-year-old MacTel zone. (A) Just beyond the plane of the
nucleus, a ganglion cell body is densely filled with mitochondria and other organelles which, as is normal, are not present in the connecting axon
initial segment (alpha). Nearly all of the mitochondria show signs of pathology, such as condensed cristae (inset). Müller cell processes, filled with
vimentin filaments (open arrows) surround and stream around the ganglion cells (stars). (B) The end-feet from multiple Müller cell processes (stars)
juxtapose (double-arrows), forming an inner limiting membrane of normal appearance.
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EM – Microglia and the MacTel
zone border

Whereas microglial cells are described typically as populating

sparsely the inner and outer plexiform layers in the normal retina

(32), we have found significant numbers of microglial cells within

the Henle fiber layer inside the MacTel zone. We have examined

two regions from our 48YO donor, one nasal to the lesion near the

fovea (Figures 11A, B), as well as along the temporal border of the

MacTel zone (Figures 11C, D). Based on their distinctive nuclear

and cytoplasmic characteristics (33), we mapped their distribution

within a defined volume extending from the outer to the inner

nuclear layers. In both regions, numerous microglial cells were

found nearly exclusively within the confines of the Henle fiber layer,

with few found more proximally in the outer plexiform layer.

Strikingly, the border of the MacTel zone exhibits a precipitous

drop in the microglial cell density, despite a continued inclusion of

the Henle fiber layer within our volume (Figures 11C, D). We have

shown previously (22) that the processes of Müller cells faithfully

ensheathe the rod and cone Henle fibers outside the MacTel zone,

and that this ensheathment stops abruptly as one enters into the

MacTel zone, which coincides with where the Müller cells have

largely degenerated. We have found that the processes of microglial

cells within the Henle fiber layer also ensheathe the rod and cone

axons. Expansions of these microglial processes filled with cellular

debris are also often found, suggesting that along with the
Frontiers in Ophthalmology 08
phagocytic and neuro-immune functions typically attributed to

microglial cells, they may also play a structural and/or functional

compensatory role normally performed by the Müller glial cells

(Figure 12A). As seen in the 48YO retina, Müller cell ensheathment

of the Henle fibers inside the MacTel zone of our 79YO is also lost,

with many Henle fibers directly juxtaposed with each other, along

with some intervening microglial cell processes (Figure 12B).

Also along the border of the MacTel zone, we described

previously, clusters of photoreceptor cell bodies (some of which

show pyknotic changes), cellular debris, and microglial cell

processes, proximal to the outer nuclear layer within the Henle

fiber layer. Common features of these displaced photoreceptor cell

bodies are stacks of outer segment discs and degenerate outer

segment material located ectopically adjacent to the cell nucleus

(Figures 13A, B, D). Basal bodies, with their associated striated

rootlets that would normally constitute the support structure of a

connecting cilium (34 for review), and apparent gap junctions with

juxtaposed photoreceptor cell bodies, are also common in these cell

clusters, the latter perhaps representing a form of retinal remodeling

(Figures 13C, D; 35, 36).
Discussion

Our use of a multi-resolution targeted high-throughput

connectomics approach has allowed us to survey the overall
FIGURE 5

Cone outer and inner segments, and outer limiting membrane just temporal to the 79-year-old MacTel zone. (A) The normally highly-ordered cone
outer segment discs show varying degrees of pathology; ranging from clusters of aligned discs (star) above a connecting cilium (arrow), to those
exhibiting highly disordered disc membranes with extensive fragmentation and vesicularization (inset). Along with discs connected by membranous
loops, little association with the outer plasma membrane is seen. (B) A portion of a cone inner segment ellipsoid reveals many mitochondria with
isolated electron-dense cristae as well as those with more uniform dense material undergoing degradation. Müller cell processes, interspersed with
photoreceptor inner segments and tight-junctions, constitute an intact outer limiting membrane (double-arrows). Some small artifactual folds that
appear dense, occur most often in areas of varied density, such as where tissue is adjacent to bare epon in the block, are also visible.
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structural changes that occur across and beyond the macula region

of two genetically related MacTel patients, with particular focus on

mitochondrial integrity and glial-neuronal relationships.

Although the tissue preservation of the retina from the 79YO is

not as good as that from the 48YO donor (likely a function of both

age and other factors beyond our control), the main features of

the MacTel disease process are consistent across both donors.

Both retinas show specific mitochondrial changes throughout all

retinal layers within and beyond the MacTel zone. Mitochondrial

changes include those with condensed electron-dense structures

interspersed with more normal looking cristae; mitochondria whose
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entire contents (cristae and matrix) are completely filled with

electron-dense material, others are swollen with extensive empty

matrix area and few cristae fragments, as well as those in various

stages of degradation and mitophagy. Outside of the MacTel

zone, most mitochondria showing some cristae loss appear to

retain sufficient structural integrity to suggest maintained function.

Interestingly, the outer mitochondrial membranes appear more

resistant to degeneration then the inner mitochondrial membranes

and their associated cristae. The outer membranes of mitochondria

derive from the endoplasmic reticulum, versus the inner membranes

which is where the principal enzymatic reactions occur in the
FIGURE 6

Radial sections of the outer plexiform layer temporal to the 79-year-old MacTel zone. (A) In this region, a rod spherule (r) is ensheathed by Müller
cell processes (inset – double-arrows), while showing a synaptic ribbon (arrow) with its associated postsynaptic horizontal and bipolar cell
processes, as well as a putative gap junction likely with a telodendrial process of an adjacent rod (open arrow). Several horizontal cell bodies (h), the
upper two of which are likely coupled to each other, often contain swollen mitochondria (arrowhead). (B) A cone pedicle (cp) contains multiple
synaptic ribbons (arrows) with their associated postsynaptic processes, as well as a likely basal junction (arrowhead), demonstrating a preservation of
functional connectivity. Horizontal cell processes (stars), shows multiple swollen mitochondria (compare to Figure 3B in 22), along with several sites
of likely coupling with adjacent horizontal cell processes (open arrows). Horizontal cell processes lateral to synaptic ribbons may also show swelling
and mitochondrial pathology (h). Müller cell ensheathment is also maintained (double-arrows).
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organelle; perhaps a function of the systemic serine deficiency

associated with MacTel. Within the MacTel zone, where the

Müller glial cells are severely affected, ionic imbalances would

also be expected. However, the electron-densities we observe differ

in location and appearance from the calcium phosphate inclusions

found in the mitochondrial matrix between cristae under conditions

of ionic imbalance (37). There is evidence that mitochondrial and ER

structure change with aging and neurodegenerative disease (38, 39),

as does the interaction between these subcellular organelles. In aging

optic nerve, mitochondria have been shown to be less numerous, but

are longer and thicker. Such age-related changes in mitochondrial

structure are qualitatively different from those we observe in MacTel

eyes and our impression from study of both retinas is that the

mitochondrial changes are the initial alterations in MacTel.
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Oxidative stress and mitochondrial dysfunction are widely

associated with diseases affecting the outer retina/RPE and elsewhere

in the brain (40–44). Retraction of Müller cell processes in a retinal

disease model has also been shown (45). Müller cells in the human

macula, compared to those in the periphery, also appear to be more

dependent upon serine for control of oxidative stress (21). Indeed,

lowered levels of serine are associated with MacTel. Furthermore,

reduced serine levels have been shown to correlate with increased levels

of deoxysphingolipids (deoxySL), which are thought to be toxic to

photoreceptors and lead to reduced visual function (46, 47).

In the lesion area, photoreceptors are lost (largely cones near the

macular center). However, just beyond the lesion in both retinas,

many are preserved. Nonetheless, we often do find significant

pathology in the photoreceptor outer segments. In the MacTel
FIGURE 7

Retinal pigment epithelium in the MacTel eye. (A–F) from the 48 year-old donor; (G), the 79-year-old donor (A) The full extent of the RPE is shown
inside the MacTel zone. The tips of photoreceptors are on the left (star), Bruch’s membrane (b) leads to the choroid on the far right. (B, C) Higher
magnification of RPE cells showing melanosomes and endoplasmic reticulum (arrow) inside the MacTel zone. No phagosomes containing outer
segment disc material were noted. Outside the MacTel zone (D, E), phagosomes were found to be present (stars), but rare. (F) Mitochondria in RPE
cells appear normal. Like in the 48 year old, beyond the immediate lesion area, the RPE and Bruch’s membrane appear relatively normal within the
MacTel zone (G).
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retinas, compared to the well-ordered stacks seen in normal retinas,

the outer segment discs become fragmented and extensively

vesicularized, often showing discs distant from each other

connected by membranous loops. Despite mitochondrial defects,

the inner segments of both rods and cones are largely maintained,
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with intact basal bodies and connecting cilia, along with tight

junctions with Müller cell processes (where present, constituting

an outer limiting membrane) when outer segments are showing

severe degeneration. Of significance, inner segments are known to

be able to regenerate outer segments (48). This could explain
FIGURE 8

Lesion in the 79-year-old donor retina. (A) Near the depth of the inner nuclear layer, RPE cells migrate and surround (double-arrows) the internal
vascular elements (stars), constituting the primary lesion which also contains thickened endothelial basement membranes (L). (B, C) Higher
magnification of the lesion at the depth of the inner nuclear layer, and near the ganglion cell layer, respectively. (D) Marking the initiation of the
lesion, one sees a breakdown in the integrity of Bruch’s membrane (arrow/curved arrows), an infiltration of vascular elements, including endothelial
cells from the choriocapillaris along with migration of pigment epithelial cells through the photoreceptor layer (os – outer segments).
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adaptive optics evidence for the reappearance of cones near MacTel

lesion areas over time (49).

Why do the inner segments remain relatively intact while the

outer segments of the photoreceptors degenerate? One possibility

explaining outer segment degeneration is that at low serine levels

toxic deoxysphingolipids accumulate. This has been shown in

mice on a low serine diet, which results in deoxysphingolipids

accumulation, some photoreceptor cell death, and a reduction in

the photopic ERG (46). Since serine is synthesized in both the RPE

and Müller cells, the close proximity of the outer segments to the
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RPE might suggest that a loss of locally synthesized serine leads to

outer segment degeneration (50).

Substantial increase in the risk of MacTel is associated with

mutations in genes related to serine synthesis, and metabolomics

studies indicate decreased serine levels in patients with MacTel. An

increasing focus is on the dependence of retinal neurons on Müller

cell based L-serine biosynthesis since retinal neurons (as do neurons

throughout the CNS) are lacking in the rate limiting biosynthetic

enzyme phosphoglycerate dehydrogenase/PHGDH (51–53). Shown

specifically in Müller and other retinal cells, de novo L-serine
FIGURE 9

Lesion initiation and extension in the 48-year-old donor retina. (A, B) Similar to what we observe in the 79YO retina, a pair of sections, roughly 6 mM
apart in depth, show a breakdown in the integrity of Bruch’s membrane (arrows/curved arrows) with an infiltration of vascular elements, including
endothelial cells from the choriocapillaris (cc), along with migration of pigment epithelial cells through the photoreceptor layers (double-arrows).
(C–E) Progressing proximally into the retina, RPE cells continue to migrate (double-arrows) along vascular elements (stars), constituting the primary
lesion (L).
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synthesis is essential for sphingolipid metabolism as well as the

maintenance of mitochondrial function (54, 55). It also provides the

substrate for glycine and D-serine production, among other

essential metabolic functions (56, 57). Not only has metabolomics

analysis implicated defects in the L-serine metabolic pathway in the

development of MacTel, but genome-wide association/GWAS

studies have associated alterations in the PHGDH gene with early

onset MacTel (58–60), with haploinsufficiency being causative in

some patients (61). Furthermore, selective knock-down of PHGDH

in mouse Müller cells results in reduced ERG responses along with

photoreceptor degeneration (62).

Imaging the entirety of flatmount sections at intervals

throughout the depth of each donor retina has allowed us to

follow the MacTel lesions, defining their origin and vascular

relationships. Likely following the loss of Müller cells in the
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MacTel zone and disruption of the outer limiting membrane,

we observe a focal breakdown of Bruch’s membrane, infiltration

of endothelial cells and other vascular elements from the

choriocapillaris into the underlying pigment epithelial layer, along

with an apparent “dragging” of pigment epithelial cells into the

photoreceptor and other layers of the retina down to the ganglion

cell layer. Typically, the vessels of the choriocapillaris are

fenestrated, allowing relatively large molecules such as ferritin

and horseradish peroxidase to pass through (63). However, we

have shown previously that the cell membranes surrounding the

lesion (likely endothelial cell) show extensive zonula adherens-like

structures, suggesting that the blood-retinal barrier may be

maintained proximal to Bruch’s membrane. Vascular elements

from the deep, intermediate, and superficial retinal vascular

plexes infiltrate and become a component of the lesion, as do
FIGURE 10

In the 48 year-old donor retina, sections at the Henle fiber/outer plexiform layer level (A); inner nuclear/plexiform layer level (B); and the ganglion
cell/nerve fiber level (C) show infiltration from the deep, intermediate, and superficial retinal vascular plexes, respectively, into the lesion and
integration with the vessels inside the lesion. Note that the lesion extends through the depth of the retina into the ganglion cell layer. Pigment
granules are also seen at all depths.
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pigment epithelial cells at all retinal depths. Although intraretinal

cells derived from the RPE may dedifferentiate, losing some markers

such as CRALBP and RPE65 (64), our direct observation of their

origin and ultrastructural appearance supports the RPE origin of

the pigmented cells throughout the retinal depth.

Although we were not able to visualize the extent of the MacTel

zone in the 79YO donor eye based on the macular pigment profile

(as we could for the 48YO), clinical evidence suggests that the size of

the MacTel zone is relatively consistent and static across the patient

population. In the 48YO, we have shown previously that there is a

discrete border marking the extent of the MacTel zone. Just outside

this border, Müller cell processes contribute to the outer limiting

membrane, and comprehensively ensheathe the photoreceptor
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Henle fibers and synaptic terminals, as they do in normal retinas

(25). Just inside the border, a modified outer limiting membrane

consists largely of direct contacts between adjacent photoreceptor

inner segments, and ensheathment of the Henle fibers and synaptic

terminals is largely missing. This same pattern is seen in the 79YO

retina, with a loss of Müller cell contribution to the outer limiting

membrane occurring over a distance of less than 150 mm, along with

a loss of Müller cell ensheathment of the Henle fibers. Strikingly,

microglial cells, whose distal extent in the normal retina is limited to

the outer plexiform layer (65), are found amongst the Henle fibers,

often appearing to ensheathe them, as the lost Müller cell processes

would have done. We were able to map the microglial cell

population in the outer retina of the 48YO, finding that they are
FIGURE 11

Microglial cells populate densely the Henle fiber layer inside the MacTel zone. Segmentation of microglial cell nuclei (as proxy for the location of
each individual microglial cell), shows that they are limited to the Henle fiber layer from near the foveal center (A, B) out to the transition zone
border (C, D). Beyond the border and in the retinal layers immediately above and below the Henle fiber layer, few microglial cells are found. This
microglia populated area corresponds to where Müller cells and their ensheathment of the Henle fibers is lost. Near the foveal center, 50 serial-
sections, representing ~1.5 mm in Z-depth, and 336 serial-sections, representing ~10 mm in Z-depth along the MacTel zone border, were analyzed.
Panels (B, D) are projections encompassing the full depth of each image volume showing the complete population of microglial cells identified.
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numerous, though restricted to the confines of the Henle fiber layer

from near the foveal center to the edge of the MacTel zone,

dropping precipitously at the border.

Based on ultrastructural features only resolvable by electron

microscopy, and by partial segmentation of individual cells and

their processes over relatively wide areas, we have identified a

putative new role that microglial cells may be capable of playing

in the retina – that being to provide the ensheathment of Henle

fibers following the local loss of Müller cells, in addition to the

phagocytic activity by Müller cells shown to occur in retinal disease

models (66). Individual microglial cells that potentially provide an

extensive network of Henle fiber ensheathing processes, are also

actively involved in phagocytosis of cellular debris within discrete

compartments or swellings along their processes, one of the roles

more typically attributed to microglia. Along with supporting

neuronal activity, synaptic function and wiring, control of

neuroinflammation, among other roles, retinal microglia have
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also recently been shown to play a central role in the

development of subretinal neovascularization (67, 68).

In summary, the methods and approach we describe in the

present study have allowed us to provide insight into the

progression and subcellular locus of a retinal neurodegenerative

disease, namely MacTel. A similar approach could be applied to

gain a deep understanding of other neurodegenerative diseases of

the retina and elsewhere in the brain.

Along with subcellular changes, such as mitochondrial structure

across and beyond the retinal extent with clinically relevant changes, we

have shown significant changes in the interrelationships between

retinal neurons and their glial partners. Numerous studies suggest

that such interactions are important to understanding a range of retinal

degenerative diseases including glaucoma, diabetic retinopathy, and

age-related macular degeneration (AMD). Although various clinical

imaging modalities have advanced significantly, multi-scale targeted

high-throughput ultrastructural study provides a unique ability to
FIGURE 12

Microglial cell ensheathment of Henle fibers in the MacTel zone in both donor retinas. (A) A partially segmented microglial cell in the transition zone
of the 48-year-old retina (purple). The multilobed shape of the nucleus (N) is characteristic of microglial cells. Continuous with the cell body, is an
extensive network of fine processes that ensheathe the darker and thicker cone Henle fibers (c), as well as the thinner lighter Henle fibers of rods
(arrows). A cytoplasmic swelling belonging to the microglial cell is filled with cellular debris and degradative structures (open arrow). Several cone
Henle fibers are seen directly juxtaposed with each other, lacking any intervening glial separation normally provided by Müller cells (dashed double-
line), along with a cluster of ectopic photoreceptor cell bodies (stars). (B) Like in the 48-year-old, microglial cells are found within the Henle fiber
layer of the 79-year-old retina. Microglial processes surround some Henle fibers (double-arrows), with many directly juxtaposed with each other
lacking any form of ensheathment (dashed double-line). A cellular debris containing swelling is also noted (open arrow).
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probe the initial causes, cellular responses to, and progression of retinal

degenerative diseases. Furthermore, determining the efficacy and

precision of treatment modalities should also be amenable to this

type of investigation.
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